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XX--rays from electron beams in the upper corona rays from electron beams in the upper corona 
have never been observed.have never been observed.
RHESSI should be able to observe them RHESSI should be able to observe them ifif they they 
are similar in characteristics to the downward are similar in characteristics to the downward 
going beams usually observed in flaresgoing beams usually observed in flares
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Standard flare scenario:Standard flare scenario:



Outline:Outline:

Can we find and characterize propagating Can we find and characterize propagating 
electron beams in the solar corona that emit electron beams in the solar corona that emit 
both in radio (as type both in radio (as type IIIsIIIs) and in X) and in X--rays?rays?

numerical modelingnumerical modeling
RHESSI simulationsRHESSI simulations

What do observations tell us?What do observations tell us?



Model:Model:

X-rays

X-rays

Start density:
N0= 5x109 cm-3

δ=4
Eco=10 keV
Nelectrons=2.7x1036 e-/s

F0(E)

Injected electron spectrum

E

Upward beam propagates in a barometric 2MK corona…



Combined, symmetric downward Combined, symmetric downward 
and upward beam: and upward beam: 

Acceleration
region

Need flares with occulted footpoints!



NN00=5x10=5x1099 cmcm--33, , δδ=4, Eco=10 =4, Eco=10 keVkeV, , 
NNbeambeam=2.7x10=2.7x103636 electrons/s, electrons/s, dtdt=4s=4s



Imaging spectroscopy:Imaging spectroscopy:



The simplest model to estimate The simplest model to estimate 
thermal emission (coronal heating by thermal emission (coronal heating by 

propagating electron beam):propagating electron beam):

At equilibrium, in a volume element:At equilibrium, in a volume element:
PPnthnth= E= Ethth//ττcondcond

EEthth = 3 = 3 kkBBTT nVnV
ττcondcond ∼∼ 3 3 kkBB n Ln L2 2 TT--5/25/2
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L = heat conductivity scale length for losses
~ height above photosphere for “down” beam
~ coronal density scale height for “up” beam

upper limit for T



Electron beam propagates radially outward, in a barometric atmosphere, starting at n0=5·109 cm-3.
A50=1.3x1033 (50-keV electrons)/s/keV, δ=4, Eco=10 keV N>Eco= 2.7x1036 electrons/s



Pixon…



δ=2.5 (same Eco, same N>Eco)



δ=7 ( elongated structure less obvious)



N0=1011 cm-3 ( elongated structure less obvious)



Energy band [cts/s/det] above background
Atten. State 0 Atten. State 1

3-6 keV 578 0.3
6-12 keV 3291 101
12-25 keV 843 347
25-50 keV 80.3 70
50-100 keV 6.5 6.3

RHESSI Countrates:

δ=4

Eco=10keV

N>Eco = 2.7x1036 e/s



Summary 1: ModelingSummary 1: Modeling

FlareFlare--like like ““upwardsupwards--goinggoing”” coronal electron coronal electron 
beams should be observablebeams should be observable
Coronal beam heating due to beam only Coronal beam heating due to beam only 
observable when local densities are high (10observable when local densities are high (101111

cmcm--33))
Best candidates are occulted flares (Best candidates are occulted flares ( limb)limb)
At limb, elongated structures are expected (best: At limb, elongated structures are expected (best: 
small small δδ))



Observations:Observations:

Start point: list of Start point: list of decimetricdecimetric radio bursts from radio bursts from 
PhoenixPhoenix--2 spectrometer (ETH Zurich)2 spectrometer (ETH Zurich)

867 type III bursts between RHESSI launch 867 type III bursts between RHESSI launch 
and June 2005.and June 2005.
326 were also observed by RHESSI, with 326 were also observed by RHESSI, with 
attenuator state 0. attenuator state 0. 
Take the ones that have XTake the ones that have X--ray sources above the ray sources above the 
solar limb  solar limb  

29 candidates29 candidates



Some ancillary results:Some ancillary results:
From 2003/04/10 to 2004/01/11From 2003/04/10 to 2004/01/11
Out of 62 Type III bursts, 60 occurred during HXR Out of 62 Type III bursts, 60 occurred during HXR 
peaks:peaks:

24 occur within +/24 occur within +/--30 degrees longitude 30 degrees longitude 
24 between [30,60] and [24 between [30,60] and [--30,30,--60] degrees60] degrees
12 beyond +/12 beyond +/--60 degrees60 degrees

2 have no RHESSI flare associated2 have no RHESSI flare associated
(positions determined by X(positions determined by X--ray sources!)ray sources!)

Most Type Most Type IIIsIIIs are well correlated with HXR peaks: are well correlated with HXR peaks: 
they occur they occur roughlyroughly at same time.at same time.
Type III burst simultaneous with Type III burst simultaneous with ““above the limbabove the limb””
flares occur seldom (directivity effects?). flares occur seldom (directivity effects?). 



2003/03/27 14:56



2003/10/04 13:16





Conclusion so farConclusion so far……
No clear Type No clear Type IIIsIIIs associated with limbic electron associated with limbic electron 
beams propagating outwards (using Xbeams propagating outwards (using X--rays as proxy) rays as proxy) 
have been found so far. Statistically, a few were have been found so far. Statistically, a few were 
expected. Will use NRH 900ms dataexpected. Will use NRH 900ms data……
RHESSI imaging requires ~10RHESSI imaging requires ~103535 electrons/selectrons/s
For detection, about 5x10For detection, about 5x103333 electrons/s [above 10 electrons/s [above 10 
keVkeV] are needed. Just the fact that Type ] are needed. Just the fact that Type IIIsIIIs and HXR and HXR 
lightcurveslightcurves are *rarely* timeare *rarely* time--correlated means we correlated means we 
rarely have that many electrons in the Type IIIrarely have that many electrons in the Type III--
producing beamproducing beam……
In agreement with previous estimations: interplanetary In agreement with previous estimations: interplanetary 
Type IIIType III--emitting electron beams contain only ~10emitting electron beams contain only ~103131

electrons/s (Lin, 1973) : product of a (secondary) electrons/s (Lin, 1973) : product of a (secondary) 
reconnection process higher up in the corona?reconnection process higher up in the corona?



Two (simultaneous) reconnection sites?Two (simultaneous) reconnection sites?

1: Main energy release site
(main driver):

1035-36 electrons/s

2: Secondary reconnection site:
~1031 electrons/s

Benz et al., 2005











No turnover in the photon spectrum…





Simplest reconnection model is Simplest reconnection model is 
probably wrong:probably wrong:
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NonNon--thermal emission:thermal emission:
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Partial thick-target 
bremsstrahlung emission 

from every dV along the way
(numerically)

Pnth : non-thermal power 
dumped in every dV

along the way
(numerically)



Energy band [cts/s/det] above background
Atten. State 0 Atten. State 1

3-6 keV 578 0.3
6-12 keV 3291 101
12-25 keV 843 347
25-50 keV 80.3 70
50-100 keV 6.5 6.3

RHESSI Countrates:

δ=4

Eco=10keV

N>Eco = 2.7x1036 e/s



RHESSI 6RHESSI 6--12 12 keVkeV detection detection 
(attenuator state 0;(attenuator state 0;

typical typical δδ=4, Eco=10 =4, Eco=10 keVkeV, , 
NN>Eco>Eco=2.7x10=2.7x103636 ee--/s/s):):

LightcurvesLightcurves, 5, 5--sigma detection, 1sigma detection, 1--s integration:s integration:
NN>Eco>Eco ≥≥ 5x105x103333 electrons/s [above 10 electrons/s [above 10 keVkeV]]

(increases noticeably when both (increases noticeably when both δδ and Eco increaseand Eco increase))

Lin, 1974: ~10^31 electrons/s in Type Lin, 1974: ~10^31 electrons/s in Type IIIsIIIs…… could detect could detect 
them if a group,them if a group,…… but looks like we will never image thembut looks like we will never image them……
Imaging, ~1000 Imaging, ~1000 cts/detcts/det over 4 seconds:over 4 seconds:

NN>Eco>Eco ≥≥ 2x102x103535 electrons/s [what is seen in flareselectrons/s [what is seen in flares……]]





NN00=5x10=5x1099 cmcm--33, , δδ=4, Eco=10 =4, Eco=10 keVkeV, , 
NNbeambeam=2.7x10=2.7x103636 electrons/s, electrons/s, dtdt=4s=4s



1 Mm wide beam 1 Mm wide beam 
((≈≈ TRACE loop diameter)TRACE loop diameter)



Some previous related work:Some previous related work:

Type III radio bursts and HXR Type III radio bursts and HXR cancan be extremely well be extremely well 
timetime--correlated (down to ~0.2s, correlated (down to ~0.2s, AschwandenAschwanden et al., et al., 
1995)1995)
Some Type III radio bursts have been Some Type III radio bursts have been spatiallyspatially
associated with some SXR jets above flare loops associated with some SXR jets above flare loops 
((RaulinRaulin et al., 1996)et al., 1996)
Yet, interplanetary electrons beams, which clearly seem Yet, interplanetary electrons beams, which clearly seem 
to be the cause of type to be the cause of type IIIsIIIs ((decimetricdecimetric, interplanetary), , interplanetary), 
seem to have particle numbers (and energies) orders of seem to have particle numbers (and energies) orders of 
magnitude less than what is needed for flare Xmagnitude less than what is needed for flare X--ray ray 
emission.emission.



Previous SXR/Type III association:Previous SXR/Type III association:
RaulinRaulin et al., 1996et al., 1996



NN00=5x10=5x1099 cmcm--33, , δδ=7=7, Eco=10 , Eco=10 keVkeV, , 
N=2.7x10N=2.7x103636 electrons/s electrons/s , , dtdt=4s=4s



NN00=10=101111 cmcm--33, , δδ=4=4, Eco=10 , Eco=10 keVkeV, , 
N=2.7x10N=2.7x103636 electrons/s electrons/s , , dtdt=4s=4s



Eco=10 keV, n0=5x109 cm-3 Eco=20 keVn0=1011 cm-3


